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DESIGNED WITH CANVA

DOCUMENT THEMES
Theme 1: Bahá'u'lláh's vision for humanity

Goal: to understand the concept of oneness of humanity

Theme 2: Distance traversed

Goal: to realise that we can learn from the past to plan the future

Theme 3: Building vibrant communities

Goal: to create environments with both worship and service

Theme 4: Education endeavours

Goal: to realise that learning and service is a lifelong occupation

Theme 5: Contributing to social transformation
Goal: to identify and respond to needs in our areas

Please note that a QR Code

contains a hyperlink

In the program, the complementary materials are identified as "Title of Art"
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Possible Room Layout

Under the tables, extra activities
can be stored in boxes, so that the
main table can be refreshed after
each break.
Protect the tables with washable
cloth or plastic.
Posters can be displayed on the
walls.
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Suggested Timetable
Orientation

Room layout, agenda for the day,
location of bathrooms, identify
assistants and teachers
Choose one of the themed activities.
(Note that about 15 minutes will be used
to gather the materials, explain the
activity, and then clean up afterwards.)

1/2 hour
(30 Minutes)

Activity

Visit the activity tables, grab a snack,
visit the bathroom, do some stretches

3/4 hour
(45 minutes)

Break

Clean up, grab a snack, visit the
bathroom

1/4 hour
(15 minutes)

Break

Choose one of the themed activities

Free time

1/4 hour
(15 minutes)

Activity

Choose one of the games or activities
from the tables, or read a book, or
socialise with others

3/4 hour
(45 minutes)

Break

Have lunch, visit a playground, play a
group game, or do another group
activity

3/4 hour
(45 minutes)

1 hour 1/4
(75 minutes)
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Theme 1

Bahá'u'lláh's
vision for
humanity

"...as the wider society embraces many
aspects of Bahá’í community life and
imbibes its unifying spirit, the dynamics
thus created allow divers groups to
come together in a combined movement
inspired by Bahá’u’lláh’s vision of the
oneness of humanity."
The Universal House of Justice, from a
message dated 30 December 2021, to the
Conference of the Continental Boards of
Counsellors
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THEME 1
Craft

Make a large drawing of "Tree of Virtues".
Cut out the shape of your hand, write a virtue and
draw it in action. Glue it to the "Tree of Virtues"

Pre-school (3-5yrs old)

Learn "Ye are the fruits of one tree"
Colour "Sun" "Waves" or "Fruit"
Draw "5 senses", discuss how senses teach us
about our world and how our senses can make us
feel joy or sorrow.

Children (6-8yrs old)

Learn "Ye are the fruits of one tree"
Complete "5 senses", discuss how we learn about
the world and that every person has these powers.
Using "Virtues", consult on the meaning of a virtue
and draw an example of it in action.

Children (9-11yrs old)

Complete the "5 senses" and discuss the
quotation. Draw an example of one sense being
used.
Choose one of the "Virtues", consult on its
meaning and share a story.
"Virtues" charades: split into two groups and take
turns acting out a virtue while the others guess.
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY
Discuss and draw the "powers of the
spirit".
"Man has also spiritual powers: imagination,
which conceives things; thought, which reflects
upon
realities;
comprehension,
which
comprehends realities; memory, which retains
whatever
man
imagines,
thinks
and
comprehends. The intermediary between the five
outward powers and the inward powers ... is
termed the common faculty, because it
communicates between the outward and inward
powers and thus is common to the outward and
inward powers." - Bahá'í Writings

OPTIONAL SONG
Learn "One Tree" and colour the page
"An empowering global anthem to inspire unity,
oneness and hope. .... When we think of ourselves
as ‘fruit of one tree’, we recognize an innate
oneness, .... Featuring 88 participants from 25
countries and territories, ’One Tree’ is another
‘World Collaboration’..." - Ali Youssefi

Quotations from the Bahá'í Writings

Art by Karine Lavoie
.edoc RQ eht morf gnos eht fo mhtyhr eht nraeL .woleb
dedivorp secaps eht ni ward ro senizagam morf segami eulG

,ERBRA LUES NU'D
,EERT ENO FO

SELLIUEF SEL TE
SEVAEL EHT DNA

STIURF SEL SETÊ SUOV«
STIURF EHT ERA EY"

THEME 1

YE ARE THE...

».EHCNARB ELUES ENU'D
".HCNARB ENO FO

"!ytnuob fo reviG eht dna luficreM eht tra uohT .eehT
evas eno on ees yam ew taht ,ytinU yhT fo noitazilaer
a su evig dna ssenenO yhT su hcaet ,doG O"
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Sun

THEME 1
Write the names of your friends in the rays.

“Gather all people
beneath the shadow of Thy bounty
and cause them to unite in harmony,
so that they may become
as the rays of one sun,
as the waves of one ocean,
and as the fruit of one tree.”
- Bahá'í Writings -
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THEME 1

Waves
Join several sheets of paper together or use a roll of paper to draw waves from one end
to the other. The children will take turns colouring a wave, drawing their piece of art and
writing their names. Tape the display around the room when complete.

“Gather all people
beneath the shadow of Thy bounty
and cause them to unite in harmony,
so that they may become
as the rays of one sun,
as the waves of one ocean,
and as the fruit of one tree.”
- Bahá'í Writings -
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THEME 1

Fruit

Draw leaves and fruits on the tree.

“Gather all people beneath the shadow of Thy bounty and cause them to unite in
harmony, so that they may become as the rays of one sun, as the waves of one
ocean, and as the fruit of one tree.”
- Bahá'í Writings DESIGNED WITH CANVA

Draw the 5 senses and discuss how
each sense can be used to learn
about our world and how what we
sense can bring joy or sorrow.

THEME 1

5 senses

"In man five outer powers exist, which are the agents of perception—that is to say, through
these five powers man perceives material beings. These are sight, which perceives visible
forms; hearing, which perceives audible sounds; smell, which perceives odors; taste, which
perceives foods; and feeling, which is in all parts of the body and perceives tangible things.
These five powers perceive outward existences."
The Bahá'í Writings
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THEME 1

VIRTUES
PURITY OF HEART
LA PURETÉ
GENEROSITY
LA GÉNÉROSITÉ
JUSTICE
LA JUSTICE
HONESTY
L'HONNÊTETÉ
DETACHMENT
LE DÉTACHEMENT
HUMILITY
L'HUMILITÉ
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FORGIVENESS
LE PARDON
KINDNESS
LA BONTÉ

STEADFASTNESS
LA FERMETÉ

SELFLESSNESS
L'OUBLI DU MOI
CONTENTMENT
LE CONTENTEMENT
TRUTHFULNESS
LA VÉRACITÉ
PATIENCE
LA PATIENCE

TRUSTWORTHINESS
DIGNE DE CONFIANCE

RADIANCE
RAYONNEMENT

COMPASSION
LA COMPASSION
THANKFULNESS
LA GRATITUDE
ENKINDLEMENT
L'ARDEUR
HOPEFULNESS
L'ESPÉRANCE

LOVE
L'AMOUR

FAITHFULNESS
LA FIDÉLITÉ
JOYFULNESS
LA JOIE
SINCERITY
LA SINCÉRITÉ
COURAGE
LE COURAGE

THEME 1

TREE OF VIRTUES

Make a large drawing of a tree trunk on a large piece of paper. Using coloured or construction paper, cut out the shape
of your hand, write a virtue on it and draw the virtue in action. Glue the hand to the tree.
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THEME 1

POWERS OF THE SPIRIT
Discuss the quotation below and draw the "powers of the spirit".

"... sight is one of the outer powers; it sees and perceives this flower, and conveys this perception to the inner power
—the common faculty—which transmits this perception to the power of imagination, which in its turn conceives and
forms this image and transmits it to the power of thought; the power of thought reflects and, having grasped the
reality, conveys it to the power of comprehension; the comprehension, when it has comprehended it, delivers the
image of the object perceived to the memory, and the memory keeps it in its repository.
The outward powers are five: the power of sight, of hearing, of taste, of smell and of feeling.
The inner powers are also five: the common faculty, and the powers of imagination, thought, comprehension and
memory." - The Bahá'í Writings
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LYRICS FOR SONG "ONE TREE" BY ALI YOUSSEFI
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/NS1RBSROGNG

THEME 1

One Tree

elpoep lla rehtaG“

ytnuob yhT fo wodahs eht htaeneb

,ynomrah ni etinu ot meht esuac dna

emoceb yam yeht taht os

,nus eno fo syar eht sa

,naeco eno fo sevaw eht sa

”.eert eno fo tiurf eht sa dna

áhaB-l’udbA‘ -
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Theme 2

Distance
traversed

"... in all the efforts made to acquaint
the friends with the nature of this
collective enterprise, the perspective of
history is kept fully in view. ...The
establishment of Divine Civilization is...
“the primary mission of the Bahá’í
Faith”."
The Universal House of Justice, from a
message dated 30 December 2021, to the
Conference of the Continental Boards of
Counsellors
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THEME 2
Song & Craft

Learn, with sign language, "O God, guide me"
Make a "Jumping Frog" that journeys along a path,
with obstacles, around the classroom.

Pre-school (3-5yrs old)

Colour "O God, guide me"
Colour "100" and talk about what makes people
happy
Cut out images that can be glued in "Stages of
Growth"

Children (6-8yrs old)

Colour "100" and discuss how advances in technology
have improved daily life
Draw the "Stages of Growth" and discuss the different
strengths and abilities at each stage

Children (9-11yrs old)

Learn, with sign language, "O God, guide me"
Discuss how arts, sciences and technology have
improved daily life
Act out the "Stages of Growth" and discuss how each
person goes through these stages and has similar
challenges and opportunities.
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY
"...it is incumbent upon all mankind to
become fitted for some useful trade,
craft or profession by which
subsistence may be assured, and this
efficiency is to be considered as an
act of worship."
- The Bahá'í Writings -

Discuss careers in crafts, trades
or professions that and draw the
stages of life that will take you
through the next 25 years.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY
Create a "Time Travel Maze"
where you visually explore the
five themes.

THEME 2
Learn how to sing this prayer, using these movements. It would be useful to watch Andrea Hope's video.

O GOD,

GUIDE ME

A SHINING LAMP

THOU ART
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THE MIGHTY

PROTECT ME

AND

MAKE OF ME

BRILLIANT STAR

AND

THE POWERFUL.

THEME 2
Discuss how skills and capacities in arts, sciences, professions can contribute to the well-being of all the
peoples on the planet.
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THEME 2

STAGES OF GROWTH

Draw people at different stages of growth in the squares, or cut images out of magazines and glue them into the
squares. Discuss how each stage has abilities and skills that can to contribute to the betterment of the world.

A CHILD
UN ENFANT
AN INFANT
UN NOURRISSON

A SENIOR CITIZEN
UNE PERSONNE ÂGÉE
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AN ADOLESCENT
UN ADOLESCENT

AN ADULT
UN ADULTE

THEME 2

JUMPING FROG
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THEME 2

25 YEARS
What have you accomplished in the last 5 years? Looking at the next 5 to 25 years, what crafts,
sciences, trades and professions will guide your choices? How will these choices lead to the betterment
of the world?
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Theme 3

Building
vibrant
communities

"...Bahá’u’lláh’s followers welcome all
who labour alongside them in this
undertaking. It means learning how to
raise up vibrant, outward-looking
communities..."
The Universal House of Justice, from a
message dated 30 December 2021, to the
Conference of the Continental Boards of
Counsellors
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THEME 3
Yoga & Song

Watch and follow "Safari Adventure"
Learn "Blessed is the spot" with movements

Pre-school (3-5yrs old)

Colour "Blessed is the spot"
Colour "Worship" and demonstrate reverence and
meditation.

Children (6-8yrs old)

Colour "Worship" and discuss ways of worshipping
Colour "Blessed is the spot" and discuss where prayers
can be said
Discuss how "Service" is a way of worshipping and
draw the ways you serve your family, friends,
neighbours and community

Children (9-11yrs old)

Using "Service" make a daily list of chores you will do
when you return home
On a large paper, copy "Concentric Circle", discuss with
your peers the different peoples you know who would
belong in each of the categories labelled a-e. Discuss
how you can invite more people from the outer circles
to your inner circles
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY
Make a "Prayer Mat"
Using foam squares from
Dollarama, prepare the "Prayer
Mat". The children may use
these to sit on when being
meditative or saying a prayer,
or they may decorate it and
prop it on a side table at home.

OPTIONAL SONG
"Hooray for the World"
Sing Red Grammer's "Hooray
for the World"

THEME 3

Safari Adventure Yoga
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,esuoh eht dna

,traeh eht dna

,evac eht dna

,aes eht dna

THEME 3

,tops eht si desselB

,ytic eht dna

,egufer eht dna

,dnal eht dna

Blessed is the spot

,ecalp eht dna

,niatnuom eht dna

,yellav eht dna

,dnalsi eht dna

.deifirolg esiarp siH dna
,edam neeb htah doG fo noitnem erehw wodaem eht dna

sgnitirW í'áhaB ehT
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THEME 3
Blessed is the spot
(Native American sign language)

Blessed is the spot,

and the heart,

and the valley,

and the meadow
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and the house,

and the mountain,

and the land,

where mention of God

and the place,

and the city,

and the refuge,

and the cave,

and the sea,

hath been made,

and the island,

and His praise glorified.

THEME 3

Worship
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Discuss how hearts connect with God through prayer
and meditation.

THEME 3

Service

DESIGNED WITH CANVA

Discuss how "Work done in the spirit of service is the highest form
of worship."

THEME 3

Concentric Circles

a

b

c

d

e

a - you
b - your family
c - your friends
d - your acquaintances
e - your community

Fill in the blanks and discuss how we are all connected and can
positively influence one another's lives.
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THEME 3

THEME 3

Hooray for the world

surohC

ti no eb ot dalg m'I dlrow eht rof yarooH

ti no eb ot dalg m'I dlrow eht rof yarooH

ecalp laiceps a s'ti dlrow eht rof yarooH

ecar namuh eht dna erutaN rehtoM tog ev'eW

seeb tog s'dlrow eht ,olaffub tog s'dlrow ehT

saes eht ni 'nimmiws hsif yllej tog s'dlrow ehT

sgub dna stab ,sraeb dna srevaeb tog ev'eW

hO...sguls dlo ymils dna seldoop erutainiM

surohC

eseehc tog s'dlrow eht ,imalas tog s'dlrow ehT

seirreblum dna purys elpam tog eW

xol dna slegab ,gnuoy oof gge tog eW

hO...xob a ni snisiar dna boc eht no nroC

surohC

stnua dna selcnu ,sdad dna smom tog eW

spmarg dna samdnarg ,sretsis ,srehtorB

teerts eht nwod sdik ,rood txen srobhgien tog eW

ot sdneirf wen tog ev'ew og ew erehwyrevE

hO...teem

surohC

© 1986 SMILIN' ATCHA MUSIC, INC.
WRITTEN BY RED AND KATHY GRAMMER
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Theme 4

Educational
endeavours
"...one strong indicator of an institute’s
effectiveness is the thirst it cultivates
within those who engage with its
materials to continue to study the Cause
of Bahá’u’lláh—individually, but also
collectively, whether in formal spaces
created by the institutions or in more
informal settings."
The Universal House of Justice, from a
message dated 30 December 2021, to the
Conference of the Continental Boards of
Counsellors
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THEME 4
Pre-school (3-5yrs old)

Colour "Educate these children" while listening
to the song
Sing songs related to "Alphabet and Numbers"
and talk about letters and numbers can be
used in our lives
Complete "Signs from the Worlds of God"

Children (6-8yrs old)

Colour "Educate these children" and talk about
children as plants - what do they need to grow
so that they can produce edible fruit?
Make a big drawing of "Signs from the Worlds
of God". Discuss its meaning and decide
together on what should be drawn.
Complete "Need of an Cultivator" and talk
about the result of an absence of an educator

Children (9-11yrs old)

Study "Educate these children" and discuss its
meaning
Make a big drawing of "Signs from the Worlds
of God". Discuss its meaning and decide
together on what should be drawn.
Complete "Need of an Cultivator" and discuss
its meaning
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY
Nature Scavenger Hunt
Weather and safety permitting, the children
can be accompanied to an outdoor activity
where they will draw or list items that would
fall into the "Signs from the Worlds of God".
Here are some examples of signs from each
of the worlds:
mineral: rocks, sugar, salt, penny,
jewellery, pencil lead, magnet
vegetable: grass, leaves, twigs, wooden
furniture, cotton clothing
animal: pets, wild animals, fur, leather,
human: buildings, cars

OPTIONAL SONG
4 Kindgoms
Listen to Nancy Ward's "4 Kingdoms" song at:
https://www.nancywardmusic.com/wewanto
growup

fo srewolf eht

fo sesor eht

!doG O

llaf niar yhT teL

eht era nerdlihc esehT

,drahcro enihT fo stnalp

.nerdlihc eseht etacudE

,wodaem yhT

.nedrag yhT

enihs ytilaeR fo nuS eht tel

;meht nopu

ni meht hserfer ezeerb yhT teL

dna ,poleved dna worg

.evol yhT htiw meht nopu

,deniart eb yam yeht taht redro

.ytuaeb tsomtu eht ni raeppa

.etanoissapmoC eht tra uohT .reviG eht tra uohT

- áhaB-l'udbA' -

THEME 4

Educate these children
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THEME 4

Letters & Numbers

ABCDE
FGHIJK
LMNOP
QRSTU
VWXYZ
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123
456
789
0

THEME 4

SIGNS FROM THE WORLDS OF GOD

Draw or list things from the different worlds and discuss how we are interconnected.
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MINERAL WORLD

PLANT WORLD

ANIMAL WORLD

HUMAN WORLD

THEME 4

Need of a Cultivator
Draw a jungle with useless weeds

Draw a farmer working in a garden

Which ground can produce
food for animals and humans?
"If the earth is not cultivated, it becomes a jungle where useless weeds grow; but if a cultivator comes and tills the ground, it produces crops which
nourish living creatures. It is evident, therefore, that the soil needs the cultivation of the farmer."
- The Bahá'í Writings -
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NOITACUDE
LAIRETAM

NOITACUDE
NAMUH

NOITACUDE
LAUTIRIPS

THEME 4
3 Kinds of Education

".nam dna slamina ot nommoc si noitacude sihT .esae
dna trofmoc lairetam sti ,ecnanetsus sti gniniag hguorht ,ydob eht fo
tnempoleved dna ssergorp eht htiw denrecnoc si noitacude lairetaM"

".lamina eht morf
dehsiugnitsid sa nam ot laitnesse seitivitca eht era hcihw ,snoitutitsni
etarobale dna seirevocsid dna snoitnevni taerg ,secneics ,stfarcidnah
dna stra ,sedart ,skrow elbatirahc ,noitartsinimda ,tnemnrevog
,yas ot si taht—ssergorp dna noitazilivic seifingis noitacude namuH"

".ytinamuh fo dlrow eht fo
laog eht si sihT ”.ssenekil ruO retfa dna ,egami ruO ni nam ekam sU teL“
,sdrow eht fo noitatsefinam eht ,sgnisselb enivid fo sucof eht semoceb
nam etats siht ni rof ;noitacude eurt si siht dna ,snoitcefrep enivid
gniriuqca ni stsisnoc ti :doG fo modgniK eht fo taht si noitacude eniviD"
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Theme 5

Contributing
to social transformation
"... the social environment provides the “atmosphere” in which souls can “grow
spiritually and reflect in full the light of God” shining through the Revelation. "
The Universal House of Justice, from a message dated 30 December 2021, to the
Conference of the Continental Boards of Counsellors
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THEME 5
Group Activity

Learn the song "Let your eye be chaste" with
movements

Pre-school (3-5yrs old)

Colour "Let your eye be chaste" and discuss
how we can make each other's lives better
Decorate the room in "My House" to make it
welcoming to everyone.

Children (6-8yrs old)

Colour "Let your eye be chaste" and discuss its
meaning
Furnish "My House" and discuss how you will
make everyone who visits it feel love.

Children (9-11yrs old)

Discuss what buildings are being referred to in
"Dream Village" and then make your own
drawings.
Discuss how crafts, sciences, and professions
can contribute to the well-being of humankind.
Draw how you will "Transform Society" using
these tools.
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITY
Community Garden
Accompany the children to a
community garden and observe or
assist the gardeners with their garden
care e.g. weeding, watering, planting.
Draw or list the activities necessary
when "Gardening" in order to
produce food for living creatures.

THEME 5
LET YOUR EYE BE CHASTE
QUE VOS YEUX SOIENT CHASTES

YOUR TONGUE TRUTHFUL
VOTRE LANGUE VÉRIDIQUE

YOUR HAND FAITHFUL
VOTRE MAIN FIDÈLE

SGNITIRW Í'ÁHAB EHT MORF

AND YOUR HEART ENLIGHTENED
ET VOTRE COEUR ÉCLAIRÉ
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THEME 5
MY HOUSE

Decorate the room to make it welcoming.. Where will your friends sit? What food or drink
will you serve them? What books will you read together?
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THEME 5

MY DREAM VILLAGE
Imagine you had to design a little village, at the center of the village was a house of meditation.
Think about what buildings you can build in your village that will give:
"relief to the suffering,
sustenance to the poor,
shelter to the wayfarer,
solace to the bereaved,
and education to the ignorant."

(QUOTE FROM THE BAHÁ'Í WRITINGS)
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THEME 5
TRANSFORM SOCIETY
Using "Virtues" from Theme 1, discuss how these spiritual qualities can change the
social, economic and cultural barriers so that everyone in your community can benefit
from material and spiritual progress
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THEME 5
GARDENING
What work needs to be done in a garden in order to have edible fruits and vegetables?
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